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.
This paper describes a two-semester graduate-level course designed during 1995 at Uni-
versidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS). A major goal of the course was to
introduce several problems in the theory of nonassociative algebra and to show how
computer algebra methods can be used to gain insight. The course utilized AXIOM as
well as the special purpose program Albert.
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1. .Introduction
A Computer Algebra and Algorithms Group has been formed at Universidade Federal do
Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil) within the Applied Mathematics Department of the Mathe-
matics Institute. Graduate students in applied mathematics may specialize in engineering
mathematics, applied analysis, and now computer algebra. This paper describes a year
course designed during the 1995 academic year. The course discusses problems, algo-
rithms, and implementation issues, in computational nonassociative algebra. The course
utilizes the general purpose system AXIOM as well as the special purpose program,
Albert.
The body of work in computational nonassociative algebra is large, and we can expect
to only dent it in two semesters. Indeed, as early as 1976, a special session on Computers
and Nonassociative Algebra was held during the San Antonio meeting of the American
Mathematical Society ( .Beck and Kolman, 1977). Our course emphasizes problems sur-
rounding nonassociative polynomial identities. A nonassociative algebra A over a eld F
is a vector space over F along with a multiplication operator for which
(ab) = (a)b = a(b). (1.1)
a(b+ c) = ab+ ac. (1.2)
(a+ b)c = ac+ bc . (1.3)
for all a; b; c 2 A and  2 F . Nonassociative algebras are interesting structures and
natural generalizations of more familiar objects, and provide challenging computational
opportunities.
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There are several motives for developing computational techniques for nonassociative
algebras. Nonassociative algebras have applications in physics and genetics (.Bertrand,
1966; .Lyubich, 1992; .Worz-Busekros, 1980). Often, traditional mathematical methods
are not adequate. Sometimes a new algorithm or computational technique has a more
general application.
2. First Semester: Finite Dimensional Algebras
The rst semester emphasizes problems for nite dimensional algebras. The rst few
lectures provide denitions of the basic objects (rings, elds, ideals, homomorphisms, etc.)
and the necessary background material. Examples of nonassociative algebras include the
well-known construction (.Schafer, 1966) of taking an associative algebra A and redening
the product to be a  b = ab + ba. The resulting commutative, nonassociative algebra
A+ is an example of a Jordan algebra. Similarly, when one denes the new product
ab − ba, one obtains A−, which is a Lie algebra (i.e. an algebra satisfying xy + yx = 0
and (xy)z+ (yz)x+ (zx)y = 0). The classic result of Birkho and Witt states that every
Lie Algebra is the subalgebra of some algebra obtained in this way (.Birkho, 1937).
Next, representation issues will be discussed. An n-dimensional nonassociative algebra
A can be represented by a eld F , a basis B = fb1; : : : ; bng, and n3 structure constants
ijk 2 F such that
bibj =
nX
k=1
ijkbk
for all 1  i; j  n. Products of arbitrary linear combinations of basis elements can then
be computed using these rules along with properties (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3).
In general, the expression xk is not well-dened since a product of k factors has many
associations. However a power associative algebra is one in which every element generates
an associative subalgebra. In an n-dimensional power associative algebra, the subalgebra
generated by x must be spanned by the vectors x; x2; : : : ; xn. We might ask what is the
most ecient way to compute xn? The answer is somewhat surprising: If x is an arbitrary
element, then it should be computed using repeated squarings, and this can be done in
O(n3 log(n)) scalar operations. But if x is a basis element then it is more ecient to
compute it as x(x(x : : :)), which can be done in O(n3) scalar operations.
Finally, we introduce some important operators including the associator
(x; y; z) = (xy)z − x(yz)
and the commutator
[x; y] = xy − yx:
There are certain \universal" properties that hold in any nonassociative algebra. These
include the well-known Teichmuller identity
.a(b; c; d)− (ab; c; d) + (a; bc; d)− (a; b; cd) + (a; b; c)d = 0 (2.1)
as well others such as
[c; a  b]− a  [c; b]− b  [c; a] = (a; c; b) + (b; c; a)− (c; a; b)− (b; a; c)− (a; b; c)− (c; b; a):
Identity (2.1) can be used to show easily that the linear span of elements of the form
(a; b; c) and (a; b; c)d forms an ideal. Therefore an algebra having no proper ideals must
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be either associative or spanned by elements having these forms. Identities such as (2.1)
can be interpreted as cycles in a certain graph called the associator graph.
Let A and B be algebras over F . As vector spaces over F we may form their tensor
product A⊗F B. Now dene
(a1 ⊗F b1)(a2 ⊗F b2) = (a1a2 ⊗F b1b2):
This resulting algebra is called the Kronecker product.
In order to provide a flavor of nonassociative ring theory we dene an alternative
algebra to be an algebra that satises the identities
(x; x; y) = 0
(y; x; x) = 0:
These, along with Lie and Jordan algebras, are among the most well-studied algebras.
The 8-dimensional Cayley algebras are alternative. A classical result of Artin states
Theorem 2.1. . A ring is alternative if and only if every subring generated by two ele-
ments is associative.
A famous theorem by .Kleinfeld (1953) characterizes the simple alternative algebras.
2.1. decision problems
Let  denote some xed property of nonassociative algebras. The decision problem
for  takes a nite dimensional algebra A (represented by structure constants) and asks
if A has property . One example of such a decision problem deals with identities such
as the alternative laws. Given an algebra A, we would like to know in polynomial time if
A satises the alternative laws.
For another example, consider the property of nilpotency|that is, for some k the
product of any k factors is zero. Deciding if an n-dimensional algebra is nilpotent seems
to require O(n5) scalar operations. Interestingly, to compute the smallest k for which
Ak = 0 seems to require O(n7) operations.
Properties such as associativity or alternativity can be characterized by a nite num-
ber of identities. Power associativity, though, deals with innitely many identities. Power
associativity can be decided in polynomial time provided we restricted ourselves to alge-
bras of characteristic zero. Over other elds the problem is open. Probabilistic methods
( .Jacobs, 1991) can be used to improve running time for certain decision problems.
2.2. AXIOM and nonassociative algebra
The computer algebra system AXIOM is well-suited to support this course (.Jenks
and Sutor, 1992; .Lambe, 1993, .1994). In AXIOM, a domain may be thought of as
a particular algebraic structure among a category of structures having similar prop-
erties. (Example: Integer is a domain in the category CommutativeRing). .Grabmeir
and Wisbauer (1993) and others have done extensive work in implementing nonassocia-
tive algebras in AXIOM. In particular, they have provided a domain constructor called
AlgebraGivenByStructureConstants, abbreviated by ALGSC. This function takes four
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arguments|the ring of scalars, the dimension, a list of basis elements, and a list of ma-
trices containing the structure constants. Thus, to construct a two-dimensional algebra
over the rationals, one might write
-> Q := Fraction Integer
-> M1 : Matrix(Q) := [ [1, 1/2], [2, 3/4] ]
-> M2 : Matrix(Q) := [ [0, 2/2], [0, 1/4] ]
-> MyAlgebra := ALGSC(Q, 2, [x,y], [M1,M2] )
Initially we can construct a Cayley algebra using AXIOM, and then explored some basic
properties. More advanced exercises involve implementation of several of the algorithms
discussed earlier.
2.3. fast change of basis
Given a nite dimensional algebra A described with structure constants, and given a
change-of-basis matrix, how does one go about computing the structure constants of the
algebra relative to the new basis? We examine the change-of-basis algorithm in .Hentzel
and Jacobs (1992). Students implement this algorithm using AXIOM.
3. Second Semester: Varietal Issues
Another kind of problem deals with varieties. For example consider all algebras satis-
fying the identities
(xy)z − x(yz) = 0
x3 = 0:
It is known that in such an algebra the product of any three elements is zero, provided
the underlying eld has characteristic 6= 2. Is there a way to obtain such results compu-
tationally? The second semester of the course emphasizes problems like this, and the use
of computation in discovering new theorems.
The ideas of universal algebra play an important role in attacking these questions
( .Zhevlakov et al., 1982). Fix an underlying eld of scalars F , and x a countable set
of symbols X = fx1; x2; : : :g. Now let F [X] be the free nonassociative algebra over F
generated by X. An identity can be viewed as an element in F [X]. Given a set I of
identities, the set of identities implied by I is the so-called T-ideal J generated by I.
A nonassociative polynomial f is identically zero in all algebras in the variety for I if
and only if f 2 J . This reduces the problem to considering the free algebra F [X]=J .
Hopefully, students will begin to understand that while this problem is decidable, it is
apparently much harder than most of the nite-dimensional problems considered earlier.
3.1. constructing free algebras
To decide if an identity holds in a variety of nonassociative algebras, it suces to con-
struct the free algebra. However, in general, the free nonassociative algebra is innite-
dimensional and cannot be entirely constructed. Nevertheless, one only needs to con-
struct a small part of the algebra. This can be done with a dynamic programming
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method (.Hentzel and Jacobs, 1991). This algorithm forms the heart of the program Al-
bert ( .Jacobs, 1994). As an exercise, students can be given the assignment of performing
the construction by hand for small examples.
Some practical implementation issues are addressed. Experience has taught us that in
these algebras the list of structure constants tends to contain many zeros. Thus, the in-
ternal data structures for representing the algebra’s multiplication table must exploit this
fact. The algorithm used to compute these structure constants employs matrix compu-
tations. Usually, these matrices are sparse, but not always. By default, Albert’s internal
representation of these matrices is sparse. However, the user is given the option to change
this to a nonsparse representation if necessary.
3.2. applications
Several examples illustrate how the free algebra construction has led to new results.
These examples include the result from .Hentzel et al. (1993) concerning the strange
identity (xy)z = y(zx). This identity is satised by any binary operation that is both
commutative and associative. But interestingly, the identity nearly implies both commu-
tativity and associativity by itself. Another example of how the free algebra construction
has led to new insight is as follows: an algebra is flexible if it satises (xy)x = x(yx)
for all x; y. The commutative law and the associative law each, by themselves, imply
the flexible law. Recently, Albert was used to discover that an algebra over a eld of
characteristic 6= 2 is commutative if and only if it is flexible and generated by a set of
elements that pairwise commute.
3.3. natural basis
In the free associative, free commutative, and free associative{commutative algebras,
there exist bases that consist of a set of canonical words. It is easy to generate the basis
and test membership. But for most other varieties, there is no nice way to describe a
basis for the free nonassociative algebra. One exception is in the case of Lie algebras. .Hall
(1950) identied a set of canonical words that form a basis. Students will use AXIOM to
generate nonassociative words in the Hall basis.
3.4. Hentzel’s representation method
Hentzel has used group representation theory to solve many dicult questions about
identities, (.Hentzel, 1977; .Hentzel and Cattaneo, 1984). His method represents a nonas-
sociative polynomial as a member of a direct sum of group algebras of the symmetric
group Sn. He then uses representation theory to map the group algebras into a direct
sum of matrix algebras. In this setting, questions about identities can be translated into
(sometimes large) linear algebra questions. We will outline his approach and provide
some applications.
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